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ABSTRACT
Increasing demand for healthcare services, due to changes in demographic shifts and constraints in
healthcare funding, make it harder to manage effective, sustainable healthcare systems. Many healthcare
modeling exercises have been undertaken with the aim of supporting the decision-making process. This
paper reviews all of the 456 articles published by the Winter Simulation Conference over the past 48
years (1967–2015) on the subject of modeling and healthcare system simulation, and analyzes the relative
frequency of approaches used. A multi-dimensional taxonomy is applied to encompass the modeling
techniques, problem applications and decision levels reported in the articles. One of the most significant
changes in the modeling of healthcare systems is the fact that Discrete-event Simulation (DES) is no
longer used as an autonomous method, but rather as an integral part of the solution. The mixed-methods,
hybrid and multi-paradigm approaches feature strongly in the current direction of modeling in healthcare
systems.
1

INTRODUCTION

Health systems can be described as complex systems characterized by a high level of uncertainty and
dynamism (Rashwan et al. 2013), as well as much variability (Brailsford 2007). Variability exists in all
systems and can have an enormous impact on productivity and performance. In the healthcare context,
variability results from factors within our control (such as staff training, checklist, room temperature) and
beyond our immediate control (such as unscheduled patients, treatment time under complex conditions).
Variability can be disruptive in any system, to various degrees. Therefore, the need for techniques and
sophisticated tools that make it possible to measure, understand and manage variability will always top
the wish-list of management teams.
Operations Research (OR) has contributed strongly to understanding the different levels of
complexity of healthcare processes, including the variability and uncertainty of activities. Over the past
50 years, OR researchers have worked closely with professions in the management of the healthcare
system, seeking to offer a diverse portfolio of solutions to address the current issues at different decision
levels. Modeling the unit, process or system has always been the first phase of most of the studies,
regardless of the algorithm or framework applied as a solution.
One of the important factors to ensure a good model is the quality of the data phase. The modeling
outcome is dependent on the data from different levels (Figure 1), particularly when the simulation
constitutes the ultimate environment for experiments. Every data level can provide insights that can be
used to understand the system. For example, level 0 data identifies a portion of the real-world system that
will be modeled. As the level is higher, the measurement and observations make more sense. Level 3
consists of the structured data, which, along with the modular data, is used for the modeling. The
complexity of the system depends on the availability and accuracy of the data levels (Zeigler, Praehofer,
978-1-5090-4486-3/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE
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and Kim 2000). The modeling of healthcare systems often suffers from a dearth of data, especially at
level 0 and 1.
Several review papers have been published over the years on healthcare modeling and simulation.
Jun, Jacobson, and Swisher (1999) reviewed the modeling of healthcare systems, with an emphasis on
Discrete-event Simulation, while Fone et al. (2003) conducted a systematic review of the use of
simulation modeling in population health. Fakhimi and Mustafee (2012) focused on UK healthcare
modeling. A comprehensive review, which examined 342 articles based on nine criteria, was conducted
by (Brailsford et al. 2009). Their review describes a multi-dimensional method for classifying the
literature on simulation and modeling in the healthcare context. This paper reviews the publications of the
Proceedings of the Winter Simulation Conferences (WSC) (1967–2015).

Figure 2: Stages of the review process.

Figure 1: Data levels for modeling.
2

REVIEW METHODOLOGY

This study focuses on reviewing WSC publications, but also looks at selected journal articles that are
considered as landmarks in the field of healthcare modeling. The review took place in three successive
stages (Figure 2). The first stage consisted of the scanning of over 4,000 articles to segregate the articles
addressing healthcare applications. Interestingly, not all the healthcare-related papers were assigned to the
healthcare track in WSC. Therefore, a full review of every article published in the WSC proceedings had
to be completed. In the second stage, 480 articles were selected and 23 of these excluded, giving a total of
456 articles. In the third stage, abstracts were reviewed and a full-text review of the 456 articles was
completed.
The papers selected were extensively analyzed based on the year of publishing, method employed,
country of the study, level of the study, performance indicators applied, and the problem application. For
each of the criteria, more categories or criteria were included to enhance the analysis. For example,
‘application problem’ was classified into six main subgroups (Figure 3).
Similarly, articles were separated based on the ‘performance indicators’ used in the study. The main
measures applied were cost measures and cost-effectiveness, length of stay (LoS), occupancy level,
quality-adjusted life year (QALY), resource use, response time, throughput time, and waiting time. The
analysis considered the country of the study and the impact of the decision level of the study (i.e. clinic,
GP, hospital, unit/laboratory, multiple units, national, regional). Few studies can focus on one or more
decision levels subject to the application of the model. Many methods and approaches were reported in
the literature, but could be categorized into three sets: single methods, mixed methods and hybrid
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methods. The single methods represent modeling applying Discrete-event Simulation (DES), System
Dynamic (SD), Agent-Based (AB), Monte Carlo (MC), and others (i.e. mathematical models). Since
simulation modeling is seldom used without statistical analysis, integrating statistical techniques into the
models does not categorize them as mixed or hybrid models.
‘Mixed methods’ in this article refers to the use of the simulation modeling approach (i.e. MC, DES,
SD, or AB) with another optimization or probabilistic technique (fuzzy logic, meta-modeling, AHP, etc.).
The term ‘hybrid methods’ is defined as the use of two or more simulation modeling techniques (i.e.
DES, SD, AB) in one model (Mustafee et al. 2015).

Figure 3: Healthcare system applications.
3

RESULTS

WSC publications in the area of modeling healthcare systems have much increased in recent years.
System complexity challenges decision-makers to evaluate interventions that can improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of healthcare delivery, and modeling (especially dynamic modeling) seems to
leverage the data analytics growth (Marshall et al. 2015).
In terms of the country focused on in the research articles, most of the publications come from the
USA (57% of the articles), UK (16%) and Canada (5%), while South Korea, Spain, Germany, Ireland,
France, Netherland and Japan account for 22% of the total of published papers. Most of the problem
applications have addressed operational and health policy issues, with less attention given to resources
and the design evaluation of new systems (Figure 4). Each of the 456 articles was also classified
according to the key performance indicators (KPIs) used in the model developed (Figure 5). As expected,
most of the models primarily use patients’ waiting/throughput time (32%) and cost indicators (26%).
Length of stay (LoS) is another preferred indicator, used in 20% of the articles, followed by use of
resources (15%). Discrete-event Simulation – as expected – was found to be the dominant modeling
approach (65%) used in the papers reviewed, followed by mixed methods (11%) (Figure 6). In the past
eight years, there has been growing interest in AB, SD and the hybrid methods.
3.1

Mixed Methods

Mixing methods can compensate for the weaknesses and drawbacks of a single method (Brailsford 2015).
Numerous studies presented during WSC proceedings have attempted to combine simulation methods
with other methods. Over the period (1972–2015), 50 articles (11%) combined simulation methods with
other techniques. Most of them (70%) mix simulation and optimization, while the remaining combines
simulation with a probabilistic model. DES is the preferred simulation approach in 36 papers, while 14
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studies used ABS (n=9), MC (n=4) and SD (n=1). WSC mixed-methods publications have tripled in the
past six years (Figure 7 and Figure 8). Interestingly, the spread of the modeling using different application
areas proves the growth in attention to this method ( Figure 8).

Figure 4: Analysis of articles by applications.

Figure 5: Analysis of articles by performance.

Figure 6: Analysis of articles by modeling approach.

Figure 7: Mixed-methods articles in relation to decision levels.
3.1.1 System Dynamics and Other Methods
Ferranti and Freitas Filho (2011) proposed a dynamic fuzzy simulation model that integrates the system
dynamics method and fuzzy modeling to explore the processes of human ageing. The model simulates the
occurrence of risk events from birth to death, combined with the representation of recovery processes.
The model demonstrates how to generate mortality curves from a population with specific characteristics,
such as obesity and hypertension, and to test different interventions to reduce the mortality caused by a
specific disease.
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Note: CN= Conceptual; DE= Design/Evaluation; HP= Health Policy; PO= Process/Operation; RS= Resources; OT= Others.

Figure 8: Mixed-methods articles in relation to application areas.
3.1.2 Agent-Based and Other Methods
Nine models were found that combine Agent-based Simulation (ABS) with optimization and/or
probabilistic methods. Six of them addressed epidemics and disease-related issues at the
regional/community and unit levels, while the other three examined subjects such as optimizing ED
performance and modeling social behavior. Use of ABS enables the analysis of particular individual
behaviors and their interactions at the microscopic level, as well as flexible modeling of disease
progression, the effects of provider interventions, and provider behavior models (Kasaie et al. 2010).
In the epidemiological studies, Dibble (2010) proposed using a genetic algorithm (GA) and ABS to
optimize the deployment of scarce resources and disruptive interventions for controlling pandemic
influenza. The ABS modeled the diffusion of pandemic influenza. The paper argues that real-time
situation updates can significantly enhance the strategic usefulness of simulation. Kasaie et al. (2010)
applied the Response Surface method to optimize resource allocation; the epidemic spreads and
population dynamics were modeled using ABS. Similarly, Ozaltin, Dalgic, and Erenay (2014) used ABS
to model the spread and transmission rates of influenza and a black-box optimization to optimize the agespecific vaccine distribution strategy to minimize the overall cost of the outbreak. ABS and cluster
analysis were applied to estimate the proportion of recent tuberculosis transmission and explore the role
of various factors in the epidemic system and sampling strategy (Kasaie, Dowdy, and Kelton 2014).
The ABS model for ED was also developed to help management to optimize ED performance
(Cabrera et al. 2012). The model was combined with exhaustive search optimization to find the optimal
staff configuration using the Monte Carlo method. Balaban (2014) addressed the return-to-work behavior
of people with disabilities by applying ABS and Bayesian network methods.
3.1.3 Discrete-Event Simulation and Other Methods
Almost 30% of the articles referred to in this section used a combination of DES and probabilistic
models; for example, DES and the semi-Markov Decision Process (MDP) to model and predict the
patient enrolment process (McGarvey et al. 2007), while Vila-Parrish et al. (2008) modeled the inventory
and ordering policies for perishable drugs in the setting of a hospital inpatient pharmacy for two stages of
inventory, using DES and MDP. Hosseini and Taaffe (2014) merged the MDP and DES models for
optimal scheduling of elective and non-elective surgeries. A hospital-wide simulation to model a multiserver, time-varying queuing network was reported by (Asli Ozen et al. 2014), aimed at enabling timely
access to inpatient beds. The authors focused on the discharge profiles to mitigate the pressure on the
inpatient beds. The main conclusions were that prioritized discharges have the biggest impact on reducing
queue size.
Most of the publications integrated the DES and optimization methods (70%), by far the favorite
method to study healthcare issues at different decision levels, but mostly at the unit level.
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3.2

Hybrid Simulation Models

Modelers are often challenged to model the complex systems in totality. The claim is that this will
provide coherent insights into the system. Lynch et al. (2015) used the simulation modeling paradigm to
identify different levels of granularity so as to answer a specific set of questions. Developing large and
complex healthcare models entails various ways of thinking to incorporate multiple stakeholders, policies,
different types of patients and other complex elements (Zulkepli and Eldabi 2015). Hybrid approaches are
becoming more popular because of the limitations of a single-approach paradigm (Viana 2014); more
than 25 studies in the past six years have reported on the benefits of the hybrid modeling approach (Figure
9), especially for decisions at the regional/community level for problems such as epidemics and chronic
diseases. Hybrid modeling was also used at the unit level (ED and ICU). Twelve studies of hybrid
modeling provide a methodological and conceptual framework (Figure 10). This trend can be explained
by the fact that hybrid simulation is an emerging topic that requires clarification regarding definition, use,
integration, challenges, etc.

Figure 9: Hybrid simulation papers in relation to decision levels.

Note: CN= Conceptual; DE= Design/Evaluation; HP= Health Policy; PO= Process/Operation; RS= Resources; OT= Others.

Figure 10: Hybrid simulation papers in relation to application areas.
3.2.1 Hybrid Methods: Discrete and Continuous Simulation
In 1977, Standridge et al. proposed one of the earliest attempts to combine discrete and continuous
simulation concerning primary healthcare in Indiana. The purpose of the model is long-term projection of
the supply of and demand for primary care, and it is used to evaluate the need for additional staff supply.
Hybrid DES and SD has gained momentum since SD modeling provides a holistic view while DES
permits looking at the details (Brailsford 2008). Giachetti et al. (2005) discuss the results of a hybrid
system developed to model patient appointment scheduling for an outpatient clinic. DES was used to
analyze and make recommendations for improving patient cycle time, and SD was used to understand the
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factors leading to a high no-show rate. Chahal and Eldabi (2008) proposed the integration of DES and SD
in modeling healthcare systems in the UK. The authors argued that hybrid simulation would aid in
forming a synergy between strategic and operational management, since, in a system such as healthcare
where both detailed and dynamic complexities are critical, decision-making process requires tools for
comprehending such complexities. Zulkepli, Eldabi, and Mustafee (2012) proposed the DES-SD approach
to model an integrated care system. These studies were extended by (Zulkepli and Eldabi 2015); the
authors developed a guiding framework to consider when building a hybrid model. The framework is
three-phased and is based on model decomposition into modules. The framework then assigns methods to
these modules and identifies the communication strategies between them. The paper focuses on SD and
DES. It also aims to allow modelers to consider key issues before starting the hybridization process, and it
was tested to develop the model described in the previous paper (Zulkepli, Eldabi, and Mustafee 2012).
Fakhimi, Mustafee, and Stergioulas (2015) presented a hybrid framework that integrates discrete and
continuous simulation to develop more reliable models that neither ignore sustainable development
dimensions nor mislead decision-makers into making decisions that ignore productivity and efficiency
measures.
3.2.2 Hybrid Methods: Two Discrete Simulation Methods
A combination of DES and ABS with game theory was used by (Hagtvedt et al. 2009) to reduce
ambulance diversion and examine the potential of proposed cooperative strategies. Anagnostou, Nouman,
and Taylor (2013) also used ABS to simulate ambulance services, and DES to model an ED in London.
Distributed simulation techniques link the two parts. Other applications of hybrid DES-ABS include
modeling patient flow in a pre-operative hospital, incorporating nurse behavior (Pearce et al. 2010), and
using DES and MC to investigate bed blocking in a cardiac ICU unit (Mustafee et al. 2012); MC was
used to experiment with a different number of beds to examine bed management policies so as to mitigate
bed blockage.
3.2.3 Hybrid Methods: More Than Two Methods
In 2011, Heath et al assembled a discussion panel representing a variety of perspectives on the topic of a
hybrid method to use the simulation approaches ABS, SD and DES (Heath et al. 2011). They concluded
that, despite the progress made in simulation hybridization, a pragmatic modeling methodology and
toolkit for developing complete hybrid models was still not well developed. One of the issues raised was
how to implement hybrid models considering the problems associated with the two different timeadvance mechanisms. (Lynch et al. 2015) introduced a methodology to ease the generation of
interoperable simulations; this was a major driver for developing the multi-paradigm modeling framework
of ABS, DES and SD to represent interactions between elements at different granularity levels (macro,
mesa and micro). Three components that a modeler needs to define when building a hybrid simulation
model are the modules, module interfaces and updating rules (Onggo 2014). Brailsford (2015) argued that
the increasing popularity of AnyLogic and the launch of other commercial software packages were
evidence of the growing demand for hybrid modeling.
In healthcare technology evaluation, (Djanatliev and German 2013) proposed a multi-paradigm
simulation mechanism to evaluate health technology innovations prospectively. This extends a previously
presented hybrid approach using process-oriented DES for hospital modeling and generates agents
dynamically from SD models.
A hybrid model is proposed by (Gao et al. 2015) to examine the health and cost impacts and
intervention tradeoffs between different intervention strategies for diabetes. The hybrid structure of the
model has two types of hybrid relationships: a producer-consumer (upstream-downstream) relationship
between SD and ABS components, and, by contrast, ABS and DES elements that operate concurrently for
a given individual.
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4

DISCUSSION

The review of the 456 WSC publications provides insights into the application of modeling in healthcare
systems. This paper has cited exemplars from WSC publications but it is acknowledged that extensive research
efforts have been covered in publications by other sources that provide a significant contribution to this
important field of knowledge.
WSC publications focusing on the use of modeling approaches for healthcare systems have steadily
increased, from three articles in the 1960s, four to five in the 1970s and 80s, and around 10 in the 1990s
and early 2000s to more than forty in the 2014 and 2015 WSC proceedings. This growth can be attributed
to:

the increasing demand for innovative solutions,

the rapid increase in computational power (hardware),

advances in information technology and simulation software,

knowledge developed in system thinking and optimization, and

changes in organizational culture.

From the review of the articles, it is evident that Discrete-event Simulation (DES) has been widely
used in modeling systems and has dominated the WSC publications for many years. Simple frequency
analysis shows that the number of DES papers has increased markedly since 2006. Among the 456
articles reviewed, at least 356 have DES either as a stand-alone model (296) or as part of a hybrid with
another simulation approach such as SD or AB (Figure 11). Even with the advances in simulation
software and modeling approaches, there is still a focus on decisions at the unit level (Figure 12). It is
believed that this is because of the easier data accessibility at that level and, equally, the complexity of the
interactions between system components. However, there is growing interest in using SD and AB models
for regional and national decision levels, while the number of publications on the hybrid and mixed
methods has increased, especially in the period 2009 to 2015.

Figure 11: Modeling approaches.

Figure 12: Decision Levels.

Most of the studies (77%) seem to have used total procedure time (TPT), length of stay (LoS) and
cost measures as the key KPIs. They reported that these KPIs had been agreed with the management of
the healthcare organizations. The focus is also on operational and process challenges (35%) and health
policies (22%), with less attention to resources and design issues. This may be related to DES
applications and capabilities in modeling operations and processes. However, with the growth in
hardware and software technologies, DES is now seen to be able to model larger-scale systems (i.e.
hospital or regional) (Boucherie, Hans, and Hartmann 2012).
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There are limited studies that reported on the implementation of the models (Eldabi 2009). It is
important to describe the implementation process as this helps the professionals to engage in the modeling
projects and also promote the solution approach. Other benefits can also be gained from the procedure
and methodology of working closely with decision-makers, who often gain new insights by carrying on
the exercise of conceptual modeling. Whether the implementation fails or succeeds, reporting the
experience of implementation is as critical for researchers as the key findings of the project. No matter
how complex the modeled system is or what approaches are used, future modelers will continue facing
implementation difficulties (Jun, Jacobson, and Swisher 1999)
5

CONCLUSION

The dynamic nature of contemporary healthcare settings requires the use of modeling approaches to
understand the complexity of the health systems that, in turn, necessitates the acquisition of a proper level
of data and knowledge. Examination of the 456 articles – published in the Winter Simulation Conference
Proceedings over the past 48 years – shows that the modeling approaches have been through different
phases of development. The proliferation in publications and growth in interest present unequivocal
evidence that the use of modeling approaches, if successfully applied, significantly improves decisions
related to healthcare management at various levels. Most of these papers are still using Discrete-event
Simulation in modeling healthcare systems, with particular focus on a specific unit or department.
Combining DES or dynamic modeling approaches with other analytical techniques (mixed methods) has
matured over the past decade. The introduction of hybrid models in healthcare modeling is also another
potential trend. Research in modeling healthcare systems, therefore, illustrates that dynamic and
simulation models, if integrated appropriately, can be used in healthcare settings as an active decisionsupport system for the management team. Without compromising patient safety, managers can practice
decision-making in certain clinical situations and develop reasoning for new strategies.
The future of modeling in healthcare systems is unclear. Data science has undergone a series of
technological leaps. The massive growth in hardware and software will see modeling approaches
changing to cope with increased computational power and new opportunities. This may lead management
to engage in further system analysis, with the objective of fostering new capabilities. Modeling human
behavior in a healthcare environment is another complex theme that has received significant attention in
the modeling space during the past 12 years. As a result, the management of healthcare organizations has
more awareness of the impact of staff burnout and motivation on productivity and the quality of services.
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